
 

SvenPad® Original Pocket Size (Pair) - Trick

This is the ORIGINAL SvenPad® Pocket Size that started the whole thing in
2015!

An instant classic and one of the most beloved in the entire lineup. As
secretly used on America's Got Talent and Britain's Got Talent!

Force ANYTHING on ANYONE with ease! Concentrate on your presentation, not
your props! Casually show all 50 pages to be different (words, drawings,
celebrities, destinations, foods, phone numbers, etc.). Then openly hand the 
SvenPad® to a spectator to secretly peek at just one item. The performer
instantly knows exactly what she is thinking.

The SvenPad® Original Pocket Size looks like an ordinary white memo pad
from your favorite office supply store, but beneath its innocent exterior, discover
one of the world's most powerful forcing utility devices. With your SvenPad® in
hand, you can create hundreds of effects in ANY language. This is the cleanest
way to force ANY piece of information (or more) that you choose. It is simple,
deceptive and hands-free! There is NEVER any heat on your pad!

You casually show all the pages of a notepad to be different (words, drawings,
celebrities, destinations, foods, phone numbers, etc.). Then, you hand the 
SvenPad® to a spectator to secretly peek at just one item. Somehow, the
performer INSTANTLY knows exactly what she is thinking. Focus on your effect -
not your methods!

Use it to predict a celebrity, create a 'tossed-out deck' style routine with personal
information, reveal a PIN number or perform a stunning confabulation routine.
The SvenPad® removes any risky or impractical methods and allows you to
focus on your presentation, safe in the knowledge that the method WILL NEVER
let you down.

The SvenPad® Original Pocket Size is easy to carry yet plays big, regardless of
your specific environment. The multitude of effects possible make it a must-have
accessory for any magician and mentalist.

The quality of the SvenPad® is exceptional. All the short edges are insanely
precision-trimmed to less than 1/45 inch!
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Each pad is then hand-inspected and tested before shipment to insure perfection
and exact tolerances. It looks oh so innocent - but in performance the pocket size
is a killer!

To the naked eye, the difference in page sizes is imperceptible. The pad has
been professionally tape bound with glossy card stock front and back and is
supplied blank so that you can customize it however you like. Each package
comes with full instructions and a phenomenal custom SvenPad® routine by the
late Bob Cassidy.

THE ORIGINAL! The highest quality and most deceptive Svengali
pads ever made. Why buy poorly made copies when you can own
the BEST as used by the world's top performers? 
WINNER! Magic Cafe Trick Of The Year 2015 
LASER CUT PAGES - Insanely and visually imperceptible 1/45" long
and short edges 
Nothing else comes close! 
AVAILABLE in a wide variety of sizes and styles to suit your needs! 
PROFESSIONALLY MANUFACTURED, each is hand tested before
delivery 
BLANK PAGES - create your own forces and routines! 
OFFICEMAX style bar-code label on back side 
INCLUDES a 16-page instructional PDF with tips + enhanced version
of the late Bob Cassidy's classic "Scary Movie" routine 
UNLIMITED uses for the working professional! 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 5.5" x 4.25"
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